
The Funny Mummies™ touring party are self-sufficient and we will generally provide the 
following equipment or equivalent:

2 x 1000W powered speakers with stands 

1 x monitor/foldback speaker 

2 x wired microphones 

1 x microphone boom stand 

1 x standard microphone stand 

1 x LED spotlight 

1 x 8 channel mixing desk 

1 x electronic keyboard with stand & DI unit 

All cables, extensions and powerboards 
(tested & tagged as required). 

Pre-show/interval/post-show music 

EFTPOS machine for merchandise sales 

COVID-19: Note that Covid-19 Safety Plan requirements must take precedence over any 

other considerations. All aspects should be considered, but those most likely to be impacted 

by Covid-19 Safety Plans are marked  below: 

▪ Choose a room with a lower ceiling, if you have the choice, as this will help contain the sound, 
and make for a better audience experience than higher ones or outdoor areas. 

▪ Coordinate any food service to finish before the show, or in the interval if necessary . 

▪ Sit audience members close together rather than spaced out – peer pressure helps with 

laughter.  

▪ Make sure audience are dimly lit – as Funny Mummies™ events almost always have an element 
of audience participation, some house lights will help engagement with the audience. 

▪ If there is a bar in the venue, closing the bar during the performance, and opening for the interval 

will reduce distractions.  

▪ Set seats in theatre style rows, rather than have people sitting at tables. If tables are required, 
cabaret style seating can help minimise the number of audience members with their backs to 

the stage.  

▪ Position the audience close to the stage and fill seats from the front.  – performing over empty 

space is hard. 

▪ Position the merchandise table or social media opportunities near the main exit , without 
causing bottlenecks. 


